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P R O C E E D I N G S  

* * * * *  

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Commissioners, for planning 

purposes we have one further matter, and I did work the court 

reporter overtime this morning and I think - -  

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Can we go through that, 

Mr. Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: I think we're going to need to 

break for lunch and then come back. We have one, one matter, 

Item 2 0 .  So let's do this. I'm looking at the - -  let me see 

if I can find one that gives the right time. Looking at the 

clock on the wall. I'm looking for - -  staff, I know you guys 

have got to do some stuff too before we come back. 

looking at maybe an hour and a half. 

So I was 

Will that give you guys 

opportunity to do what you need to do and be ready to come 

ck, staff? Hour and a half, what will that bring us back at? 

MR. DEVLIN: Mr. Chairman, the staff is ready. I 

an, we can come back earlier, if you want us to. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Mr. Chair? 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: You're recognized, Commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: If staff is ready, can we, 

can we - -  is there any will to go through and not have to go to 

lunch? 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Staff, if you're ready, let's r o l l .  

You're recognized. 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
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MR. FLETCHER: Commissioners - -  

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Hold on. Hold on. Hold on. Let 

iverybody get their places here. Yeah. They're more than 

-eady, they' re eager. 

Commissioner, staff is handing out - -  make sure Larry 

lets a copy of this. They're handing out, well, we'll 

-ecognize staff and you can tell us what you're handing out. 

Itaff, you're recognized. 

MR. FLETCHER: Commissioners, I'm Bart Fletcher with 

:ommission staff. Item 20 is staff's recommendation to approve 

in interim rate increase for Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. 

ltaff needs to make ten oral modifications to its rec. 

A handout is being given to the Commissioners and the 

)arties. Specifically the revisions to the recommendation are 

iecessary to correct inputting errors contained in staff's 

:xcel spreadsheets. As a result, the recommended revenue 

-equirements changed for 2 3  water systems and 11 wastewater 

;ystems. The impact of these errors on staff's recommendation 

Ire as follows. 

First, on Issue 2 of the recommendation on Page 8 ,  in 

.he last paragraph, in the last sentence of that paragraph 

.here were - -  we need to correct the amounts for the regulatory 

tsset. So the last sentence should read, "Attachment A 

-eflects staff's calculation of the total regulatory asset on 

in annual basis of $242 ,701  for water and $708,480 for 
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vastewater . 'I 

The second modification is on Issue 3 on Page 9 .  The 

second paragraph of staff's analysis, the third sentence, it 

ieeds to be correctly stated, "There are six systems," instead 

if the ten that reflect revenue decreases. 

On the same page, the same issue, the second 

laragraph, the last sentence of the second paragraph of the 

staff analysis, it needs to read, "Thus, the consolidated 

zapital structure under the maximum ROE limit should be applied 

:o the six systems with a revenue decrease, and the 

zonsolidated capital structure under the minimum ROE should be 

applied to the remaining systems." 

The fourth modification is on Page 12 of Issue 3 .  

It's the last paragraph, the second to the last sentence, and 

nre need to correct the interim revenue requirements for the 

Mater and wastewater. And the sentence should read, "Based 

ipon recovery of actual operating expenses for the test year 

ending December 31st, 2007, and the consolidated capital 

structure on an average rate base, staff recommends that the 

appropriate combined interim revenue requirements are 

$7,681,952 and $5,464,764, respectively for the utility's water 

and wastewater systems." 

The fifth correction is going to be on Issue 4 on 

Page 14 of staff's recommendation. 

the second to the last sentence, and we have to correct the 

It's the first paragraph, 
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across-the-board increases for the former Florida Water 

Systems. So the sentence would correctly read, "Using this 

nethodology, staff calculated the across-the-board rate 

increase for the former Florida Water Service systems to be 

33.98 percent for water and 92.38 percent for wastewater." 

The sixth correction would be on Issue 15 on Page, 

x, excuse me, Issue 5 on Page 15. The second sentence in the 

recommendation paragraph, we need to correct the security 

amount. And that sentence should read correctly, "Aqua should 

be required to file a corporate undertaking on behalf of its 

subsidiaries to guarantee any potential refunds of revenues 

collected under interim conditions. Aqua's total guarantee 

should be an amount of $3,222,973." 

Going on on the same issue on the first paragraph of 

staff's analysis section, the second sentence, it should 

correctly read, "As reflected in Attachment A, the total annual 

interim revenue increase is $3,825,305. In addition, the 

combined revenue decrease for Jasmine Lakes and Lake Suzy water 

systems are $349,821." 

On the same issue, Page 15 as well, the first 

paragraph of staff's analysis, and it's the third sentence, it 

needs to read, "In accordance with Rule 25-30.360, Florida 

Administrative Code, staff has calculated the potential refund 

3f revenues and interest collected under interim conditions to 

be $3,222,973 . 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
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Then on the same page, the second paragraph of staff 

malysis, the seventh sentence should read, "Finally, net 

.ncome has steadily increased over the period and has been on 

iverage 29 times greater than the requested cumulative 

:orporate undertaking amount." 

On the same page, 1 5 ,  the second paragraph of staff's 

malysis, the last sentence should correctly read, "Based on 

:his analysis, staff recommends that a cumulative corporate 

indertaking amount of $3,222,973 is acceptable contingent upon 

:he receipt of the written guarantee by Aqua America, Inc., and 

vritten confirmation that Aqua will not assume outstanding 

parantees on behalf of Aqua America, 1nc.-owned utilities in 

)ther states in excess of $55 million, inclusive of Aqua 

Jtilities Florida, Inc. I' 

In the handout staff has included revised Attachment 

\, C and D, which incorporate and correct the inputting errors 

nrhich are reflected in the previously stated ten oral 

nodifications. Staff has highlighted in yellow all the numbers 

:hat have changed. 

In addition, the calculation of rates for Palm Port 

nlastewater contained a material error. Staff has attached an 

3xcel spreadsheet which contains the corrected rate schedules 

for or corrected rate Schedule 4-B for Palm Port. Also, staff 

2as attached an Excel spreadsheet containing the rate 

2alculations for Schedules 4-A and 4-B for Vienna (sic.) 
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illage that were not included in staff's July lath, 2008,  

ecommendation. 

The utility has requested permission to address the 

'ommission on this item. The Office of Public Counsel has been 

[ranted intervention in this case and has requested also to 

ddress the Commission on this item. Ms. Cecilia Bradley from 

he Office of the Attorney General has filed a petition to 

ntervene and has also requested to address the Commission. 

Jthough an order granting intervention has not been issued 

et, it is Commission practice to allow participation pending 

he granting of such a petition. Moreover, the utility states 

hat it does not oppose participation by the Office of the 

ittorney General. 

Finally, since the filing of the, this 

.ecommendation, the utility has withdrawn its request for 

nterim rates for its Chuluota water and wastewater systems. 

Staff is available for questions, and at this time I 

rould like to defer to Mr. Ralph Jaeger for the remainder of 

itaff's introduction. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Mr. Jaeger. 

MR. JAEGER: Commissioners, Ralph Jaeger, legal 

itaff. 

Prior to going to staff's recommendation, staff 

)elieves the Commission should first address the issue of 

)articipation and then address the utility's withdrawal of - zs  
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equest for interim rates for the Chuluota system. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: First of all, Commissioners, 

rithout, no objections from the parties and we've always 

ranted leave to the Attorney General's Office to participate. 

don't see any reason for us to defer from that, so we'll 

[rant leave of the Attorney General's Office to participate in 

his matter. 

Next, your next issue was? 

MR. JAEGER: The withdrawal of the Chuluota system 

or interim rates. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Has there been any objections to 

his motion to withdraw? 

MR. JAEGER: I've heard nothing from OPC, AG or 

lnybody else. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Commissioners, without any 

)bjections we'll allow the withdrawal of the petition for the 

!huluota system from this case. 

Okay. Staff, you're recognized. 

COMMISSIONER EDGAR: Mr. Chairman - -  

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Mr. Beck, are you going to join us 

lown here? 

COMMISSIONER EDGAR: Just for clarity, we did include 

)PC in the - -  

CHAIRMAN CARTER: OPC is also a party. 

MR. JAEGER: Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to clarify 
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:o make sure that was just for the interim rates that they've 

iithdrawn Chuluota, but they're still in the ultimate mix for 

:he final rates. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Pursuant to the motion. 

Commissioners, at some point I'm really going to have 

:o give the court reporter a break. We only have one court 

:eporter today, so at some point we're going to have to do 

:hat. So we'll see how far we can go, but we're going to need 

:o be considerate of that point. 

Okay. Staff, you're recognized. 

MR. FLETCHER: Commissioners, I guess we're going 

.ssue by issue, if you'd like, which the first issue is staff 

.s recommending that the utility's proposed final water and 

gastewater rates be suspended. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: One second. Why don't - -  I think 

I ?e probably need to hear from the parties. 

pess food deprivation is working on my brain. 

Let's do this. 

Letts hear from the parties first. 

MR. MAY: Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Commissioners. 

4y name is Bruce May. 

Cnight appearing today on behalf of Aqua Utilities Florida. 

I'm with the Law Firm of Holland & 

MR. BECK: Commissioners, my name is Charlie Beck. 

C'm with the Office of Public Counsel, and we'd like to address 

:he Commission. Is this the appropriate time? 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: You are recognized, sir. 
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MR. BECK: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Commissioners. 

:ood afternoon. And thank you for granting us leave to appear 

ind address the Commission today. 

Commissioners, this past month the full Commission 

ias attended seven separate service hearings for this company. 

le started on July 2nd in Gainesville and we went that evening 

:o Palatka. On July 7th we went to Sebring, spent the evening 

:here, and then the next day we went to Lakeland and heard from 

:ustomers there. July 16th we went to Mt. Dora, and then the 

iext day we had two separate hearings in Chuluota where we 

ieard from customers. 

One of the things that I found striking, and I hope 

rou do too, is how quickly certain patterns began to emerge as 

I result of those hearings. One of those patterns was huge 

)illin9 problems that the customers experienced with the 

Zompany. At our very first service hearing we heard from quite 

L few customers who told you about their experiences. 

One customer said, "My bills have just been going 

:razy." And they asked for meter tests twice and as far as 

:hey knew nothing had happened. Another customer at our first 

service hearing in Gainesville said they had to take a full 

!ight-hour day after getting off spending time to talk to the 

leople at Aqua to try to get their billing straightened out. A 

:hird customer told the Commission that their billing was 

:imply an absolute nightmare. 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
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After hearing from customers in Gainesville, we went 

o Palatka and heard from customers that evening. One of the 

ustomers you heard from was Mr. Hoffman, who is the head of 

he homeowners association in the Tomoka area near Ormond 

,each. I think you'll recall him saying that he spent eight 

ionths with the company trying to get his billing disputes 

,esolved and it took dozens of phone calls. He said that this 

ras common in his area to have these sorts of billing problems 

nd recounted one of the people in his, in his homeowners 

ssociation where they actually redid the plumbing in their 

louse because after getting bills that far exceeded their 

ctual usage, the company told them that the problem was 

heirs, not the company's. And that, of course, is a second 

tattern I think that you've seen throughout the service 

iearings, and that is blame the customer even though the 

'ompany knows that they're having billing problems. 

You know, we've heard a number of times from the 

'ompany that they had trouble with the new meters and when they 

'ame in the people weren't reading them correctly, reading the 

ieters correctly. They've had other billing problems that are 

nrelated to that. Yet if the company knew that they were 

laving these sorts of problems and people's bills were going up 

iy a factor of ten, why didn't customer service know that and 

fhy did they not treat the customers with respect and inquire 

rhether the new meter might be a problem and whether they, that 
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light be the cause? 

ustomer it's their fault and send the customers through an 

bsolute nightmare is what a lot of customers told you. I 

hink you'll recall we had one customer in Lakeland said that 

e, that he lost evenings of sleep worrying about the problem 

nd trying to deal with the company. 

Instead of that, repeatedly they tell the 

These problems that we saw, that was just the first 

lay of the hearings, and, of course, we heard it time and time 

gain. It crossed time frames. We heard about problems during 

he test year, we've heard about problems that were as recent 

s the person coming in still experiencing the problem. We 

ieard it geographically it's throughout the whole state. We 

re delighted to see the company withdraw their request for 

nterim relief for Chuluota, but that's just two systems, the 

rater and wastewater. There's still EO others. And the 

billing problems and the customer service problems are not just 

!huluota; they expand throughout the entire service area of the 

Sompany . 

A third pattern that we saw from the company is that 

rhen people, when the customers ask the company to, to call 

hem back, that they first tried to get a supervisor and the 

:ustomer service representatives would refuse to give them a 

iupenrisor. But then ultimately when pushed they would come 

Ind say, "Well, we'll have, we'll have a supervisor call you 

)ack." And what happened? They didn't. Repeatedly service 
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iearing after service hearing we heard the same thing from 

xstomers, that the company would say they would call them back 

and then they didn't do it. 

Now we've seen these patterns in this case, you know, 

throughout all the service hearings, but it's nothing new 

oecause we saw the same thing in the last case. What I'd like 

to do is just read you a few, just a few short quotes from 

testimony we filed in the last case from Kimberly Dismukes 

about customer service problems. And this is what she 

described again last year. She said, "If callers do not get 

through to a customer service center, they spoke with people 

dho are rude, unhelpful, unknowledgeable or simply unable to 

provide the information." In the last case customers reported 

billed usage fluctuating wildly from month to month with no 

apparent reason. One customer said, "If you leave your name 

and number, no one calls you back." Another customer, "The 

billed usage, whether reported as actual or estimated, varies 

didely month to month. 'I 

You could read her testimony in the last case and 

think that she was describing the testimony that we heard this 

last month in the seven separate service hearings. There's 

nothing new here that we haven't seen before. And for whatever 

reason, whether they're unwilling or unable to correct these 

problems, they're there and they continue. And it appears to 

be a corporate policy of how they treat the customers, of 
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)laming the customers and not calling back. Because if it 

ieren't, you wouldn't see it happen time and time again bearing 

mer time and over geographic regions. 

Now the company knows it has some severe billing 

Iroblems. In fact, in the rate case they've spent $200,000 on 

i consultant to try to clean up the customer billing records, 

tnd they're going to ask the customers to pay for that. 

reedless to say, we're going to oppose the request that that be 

ncluded in rate case expense. But they know they have severe 

iilling problems. 

Commissioners, the PSC has discretion on whether to 

Trant an interim increase or not, and we think it's entirely 

ippropriate that you consider the sworn testimony of customers 

ibout their billing problems and their customer service 

xoblems. In the statute which authorizes interim rates it 

says the customer (sic.) may grant an interim rate increase. 

Tow if the Legislature had intended it to be mandatory, it 

:odd have easily said shall instead of may in that initial 

zection of the statute, 367.082(1), but it didn't. So we think 

tt's appropriate for you to consider the impact of the customer 

zervice hearings and the testimony by, by the company. 

The interim increase is a severe hardship on 

:ustomers. And I think in Lakeland you heard from one customer 

salk about last time when they were required to pay the interim 

tncrease and ultimately received it back. And they told you 
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:hat wasn't good enough because when they need their money to 

lay for medicine or other items, it wasn't there and they had 

:o wait until later to get it back. 

The interim increases in this case are, are, needless 

:o say, very, very large. In fact, if you look at the Tomoka 

;ystem where Mr. Hoffman spoke and they had the problems there 

ye heard about in Palatka, the interim increase is 210 percent 

:hat staff has proposed to you today. We think it's wrong. We 

:hink given the record and given the problems with their 

iilling it's simply not good enough. The information is not 

reliable, the billing isn't reliable enough for you to do this, 

2nd that you should exercise your discretion and not grant an 

interim rate increase in this case. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Thank you, Mr. Beck. 

Ms. Bradley. I'll come back to you, Mr. May. 

Ms. Bradley. 

MS. BRADLEY: Thank you. I appreciate the Commission 

illowing us to speak and hearing from us, and I appreciate 

4r. May not objecting to it. 

We wanted to address the Commission because when we 

Look at the statute charging this Commission, it talks about 

:he police power that is granted to this Commission for 

xotection of the public health and safety. And it also goes 

Jn to point out that these provisions should be construed so as 

:o accomplish this purpose. There's been some that have 
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;uggested that the granting of interim rates is almost 

mtomatic, it's just routinely done. We feel like in this 

?articular case, as in any other case, the Commission should be 

illowed to utilize their discretion. You shouldn't be given 

this ultimate power to utilize if you can't use that discretion 

3nd look at the case and the facts before you. 

important that you consider the facts that are here today. 

So it's 

Mr. Beck has gone into great detail and mentioned 

some of the people here. But it talks about - -  we look at the 

fact that, as Mr. Beck indicated, there were numerous people 

that came up at the hearings. One after the other they were 

talking about the problems with their billing and all the 

problems they had had and they couldn't understand why they 

were being billed so much. They actually - -  and we thought it 

was a good thing because Aqua had brought staff to the meetings 

and they would be sent to the back to take care of these 

problems, and we thought that was great, that was a positive 

thing. Unfortunately, we've talked to some of those customers 

since then and as late as a couple of days ago we were getting 

e-mails by people saying, "Well, I talked to them and they said 

they'd look at it and get back to me next day, but I've never 

heard from them." These bills just seem to continue, and it 

shouldn't be that hard to get this kind of thing fixed. 

A year ago when we looked at this, it was bad meter 

readers and this kind of thing. And then we heard they were 
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Nutting in an electronic meter system and we thought that was a 

reat improvement, that it would be much more efficient, it 

ould be much more reliable. And then this year it was the bad 

eros that were being put in place and they couldn't depend on 

hat, but they were going to get that fixed. And all this time 

ater we're still faced with the fact that these errors are 

till there, There are still significant billing errors. And 

leople were talking about under these proposed increases their 

ills may be as high as $1,000 a month, and this is bothersome. 

We also had people coming in that talked about being 

In fixed incomes and the fact that they just didn't know how 

hey could afford to pay their water bill if this was 

ncreased. We're not talking about some luxury. We're talking 

(bout water. We all have to have it for our survival. We're 

11 sitting here with drinks today. You know, we can't get 

pery long without some kind of fluids, and so this is an 

mportant thing to these people. And they came in, several 

ieople came in and testified, "1'11 be looking at whether or 

lot I can pay my water bill or buy food or buy medications." 

nd we shouldn't put people in that position. 

We have to look at the facts of this case. And if 

ie're going to grant this kind of increase - -  excuse me. If 

'ou are going to grant this kind of increase, I'm not that 

ronfused today, if you're going to grant that kind of increase 

Ind put this kind of burden on the citizens, it should be base 
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ipon reliable records and things that you know exactly what 

'ou're doing, the impact it's going to have on the company as 

re11 as the citizens. 

nterim rates today and wait until we have reliable records 

hat you can see what, what you're doing and the impact it's 

roing to have. So we would respectfully urge you to deny this 

.ate increase today. 

And we would urge you to deny these 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Thank you. 

Mr. May. 

MR. MAY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Commissioners. 

I'm going to speak very briefly on one issue, and 

hat's our support of staff's recommendation. But with your 

ndulgence, some of the comments that, that I just heard causes 

le to ask you to reflect a minute on where we are in this 

roceeding and consider some of the due process issues that are 

jeing raised by Mr. Beck by quoting testimony from a case that 

ras withdrawn. That testimony was never in the record. That 

'ase is not this case, it's a totally separate case. So I want 

he record to reflect that. 

As you work through my client's request for interim 

'ate relief today, you've got a tough job. You've got a hard 

ob, Commissioners. I'm going to ask you to be mindful of 

ieveral important due process considerations that are an 

ntegral part of this case and are embedded in your interim 

itatute as recognized by the Florida Supreme Court, as 
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:outinely and consistently recognized by this Commission and as 

recognized by the Legislature. 

This rate case, like every other rate case for every 

)ther utility, be it a water, wastewater, electric or gas, is 

Ioverned by a unique standard. 

'hat's not my - -  it's not my rules, it's your rules. And I 

.hink historically if you look at why we have those rules, 

'ou're dealing with in-depth numbers and figures, and prefiled 

.estimony gives you an opportunity to digest those numbers and 

igures in a very reflective and considerate way. 

It's called prefiled testimony. 

.. 

As you know, a prefiled testimony case is tried much 

Lifferently than a DOAH hearing or any civil trial. The 

itility prefiles its testimony, discovery ensues, there is 

:ustomer input hearings, then later the OPC and other 

.ntervenors present their prefiled testimony. Later still the 

;taff presents its prefiled testimony. And then even later 

itill the company is finally able to rebut the statements and 

.he allegations made in the customer input hearings and the 

:tatements and the testimony prefiled by OPC and the 

.ntervenors . 

Following that prefiled testimony, a technical 

iearing is scheduled. It consists primarily of intense 

:ross-examination of a l l  prefiled testimony. 

;taff gathers all the evidence, looks at it, issues a 

:ecommendation, and then after that all of the evidence 

After that 
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irought back before you and you vote on it. 

In this case we find ourselves at the very front end 

Nf this lengthy and complex process. 

estimony. 

nterrogatories and discovery requests. 

alfway through your service hearings. 

ot due until October 13th. 

ctober 27th. Aqua's opportunity to rebut the allegations in 

he service hearings and to rebut the prefiled testimony of OPC 

nd other intervenors does not arise until November 19th, 2008. 

he discovery deadline is December 2001 - -  excuse me, 

ecember 1, 2008, of this year. The hearing is scheduled for 

ecember 8th through the 11th. Briefs are due December 30th, 

nd the Commission will not vote and will not have all the 

vidence before it until February of 2009. 

Aqua has prefiled its 

OPC and staff has propounded numerous 

You're a little 

Intervenor testimony is 

Staff's testimony is not due until 

Commissioners, I mention the current procedural 

osture of the case because you, your staff and the OPC and 

qua recently sat through a series of service hearings that 

s .  Bradley and Mr. Beck referred to. I've been appearing 

Nefore the Commission for 20 years, and I've been repeatedly 

nstructed that the purpose of a customer service hearing is to 

llow the customer to tell the Commission its concerns without 

nterruption by the lawyers or the utility representatives. 

'he utility's job, I've been, I've been told and I've been 

nstructed, is to listen to the concerns expressed at the 
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jervice hearing and to be, and to try to be as cooperative and 

lelpful in resolving those concerns as possible. 

iecessary, the utility then responds by filing rebuttal 

:estimony at the appropriate time. 

'our rules, Commissioners. And I've expressly instructed my 

:lient to abide by those rules with the courtesy and restraint 

.hat I believe you expect, and I think my client has done that. 

And if 

That's my understanding of 

The week before last you attended very lengthy 

iervice hearings, and I heard and I know you heard a lot of 

:ustomer input. Scattered in those customer statements were 

iome very serious allegations that my client takes very 

ieriously, and I'm sure you will be and OPC will be looking at 

.hose allegations in depth as this case progresses on. I'm 

inly asking and I'm respectfully requesting that you not 

\isinterpret my client's courtesy and restraint shown at those 

:ustomer service hearings as some kind of a consensus or some 

:ind of agreement that those allegations are correct. We don't 

lgree with all of those allegations, and we intend to put on 

-ebuttal testimony at the appropriate time to show that we have 

.ooked into every one of those customer concerns and we've 

:esponded. And after you take that information, you can decide 

ior yourselves. But I would respectfully request that you keep 

:hat due process.in mind today as you hear the argument. 

Let me talk briefly about staff's recommendation. At 

:he outset I think it's very important to focus on the fact 
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:hat you're voting today on an interim rate increase. This 

loes not impact your decision on permanent rates. 

ione in February of next year after you consider all the 

widence. 

i utility needing rate relief may have to wait for extended 

Ieriods of time, in this case nearly a year, before final 

relief, final rate relief is attained. Courts call this delay 

regulatory lag. 

That will be 

The Legislature and the courts have recognized that 

The Florida Supreme Court on numerous occasions and 

:his Commission on repeated occasions have recognized that 

regulatory lag can have a devastating impact on a utility's 

ibility to effectively provide service. The courts and the 

:ommission have also recognized that your interim statutes, 

.ike Section 367.082 that Ms. Bradley referred to, is a due 

xocess safeguard to protect against regulatory lag. As 

tnterpreted by the Florida Supreme Court and the Commission, 

:hese statutes entitle a utility to interim relief if the 

itility makes a prima facie showing that its achieved rate of 

return falls below the authorized rate of return. Your 

Tommission orders have made it clear that that's a mechanical 

iccounting function. When this is shown, the utility is 

:ntitled to interim relief and such relief cannot be denied 

vithout violating due process. 

So what does prima facie showing mean? The Supreme 

:ourt of Florida in Southern Bell v. Bevis answered that 
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Pestion directly. 

showing is made, a utility is entitled to interim relief. And 

:he court then went on to say a prima facie case is shown if 

:he utility alleged, and I quote, alleged that its rate of 

return was below that approved by the Commission. 

The court found that once a prima facie 

Now it's also important to understand what the 

;upreme Court ultimately did in that case. It quashed the 

iecision of the Florida Public Service Commission denying 

tnterim rate relief to BellSouth. Commission, your orders have 

:onsistently followed the BellSouth rationale, and, in fact, 

rou found where a prima facia case for interim rate relief has 

Ieen established not to grant interim relief could be 

:onfiscatory. That's your Labrador Utilities case, Case Number 

'SC-04-0220. 

Based on a long line of cases, Commissioners, based 

In the Supreme Court decisions, I believe there's no doubt that 

Aqua has made a prima facie case for entitlement to interim 

relief. Your staff, your experts, your objective experts have 

looked at the filing on its face and has found that my client 

is entitled to interim relief. 

Now I don't want to go into too much more detail, but 

1 do want to take, take a minute to mention two things. 

festerday Mr. Beck filed a letter claiming that Aqua should be 

lenied the due process protection of interim rates because of 

zustomer statements at service hearings. There's, there is 
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lothing more important to my client than customers and 

:ustomers' concerns, but we don't believe it's appropriate to 

lase a denial of interim relief on customer concerns at this 

:tage in the proceeding when we haven't had the due process 

)pportunity to respond to those concerns with prefiled 

:estimony . 

Mr. Beck cites two cases to support his claim that 

I'd ask that 'ou have the discretion to deny interim rates. 

'ou take a close look at both of these cases. If you read 

)elow the headnotes, you'll see that neither one has any 

ipplicability to the facts before you. 

The first case he cites is not one of your decisions, 

.ather it's a decision of the Bay County Utility Authority. In 

.hat case a utility initially refused to give Bay County and 

.ts staff any real information to show what kind of earnings 

.he utility had achieved. When the utility staff asked for 

idditional information to support the interim rates, the 

ttility responded that the information was proprietary and it 

-efused to provide it to the staff. The staff at Bay County 

lent back to the utility and said, "We'll provide you with a 

:onfidentiality agreement. Give us the information." The 

ttility still provided - -  still refused to provide that 

mformation. 

The facts of the Bay County case are certainly not 

resented here. Commissioners, my client has worked diligent-( 
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o put together a complete and comprehensive and thorough rate 

'ase filing, it's proud of that filing, and has gone the extra 

Iile to be as open and forthcoming to Mr. Beck in his discovery 

ind to staff in its discovery on what our records show. 1'11 

eave it for another day to go into the amount of discovery 

re've answered, but suffice it to say we've answered over 

00 interrogatories to date. 

Commissioners, it's absurd to suggest that we're not 

ntitled to interim relief because we've not been forthcoming 

ith data to support our prima facie case. As reflected in 

our staff's recommendation our client has made that prima 

acie case. The Bay County case has no bearing here. 

Let's take a look at the other case that Mr. Beck 

ites. It's called Continental Country Club, Order Number 

0639 dated January 20th, 1989 .  That case involved a utility, 

water and wastewater utility that provided services to a 

80-lot mobile home park and a master-metered condominium 

omplex in Sumter County. It was initially regulated by Sumter 

ounty. 

'ommission, the utility came in for a rate case. In its rate 

ilings it provided no billing information whatsoever as to 

,hat it was charging the mobile home lots. Those charges were 

mbedded in some community service fee. The staff was unable 

o determine, make any determination as to what the prima facie 

ase was. There was no indication on the face of the pleadings 

When Sumter County transferred jurisdiction to the 
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hat the utility was overearning. 

In denying the request for interim, this is what you 

'aid, this is what the Commission said, and I quote, "Since the 

Itility's application does not disclose what charges are 

'urrently paid by the mobile home park residents for water and 

tastewater services, those charges being intermingled with 

ommunity service fees, a revenue deficiency or excess for the 

tility standing alone is indeterminable." 

There's no showing here that the revenue decrease 

hat my client has demonstrated in its MFRs is indeterminable. 

our staff has recognized that. We've made a prima facie case, 

'ommissioners. And as I've explained, the highest court in the 

tate has made it clear that once a prima facie case is shown 

or interim relief, that relief can't be denied. That's the 

aw. 

Now I had a cup of coffee with my wife this morning 

nd she was asking what I was going to argue today. 

aid, "I'm going to go into the Florida Public Service 

'ommission and I'm going to tell them that they don't have the 

liscretion to grant my client interim rate - -  to deny my client 

nterim rate relief. '' And she said, "You've got a tough day 

lhead of you." And I do, I really do, Commissioners. But I 

rould respectfully submit to you that the law in this land, the 

aw in this state is absolutely clear. We've made a prima 

acie case. There's a due process safeguard against regulatory 

And I 
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-ag, and we're entitled to that. 

I'm going to wrap it up now. And I know I've taken a 

.ot of your time; I appreciate your indulgence. As I said, 

'outre routinely called on to make tough decisions. You have a 

lard job; there's no doubt about it. Now some would say the 

iasy thing for you to do would be to ignore the case law, it 

rould be to ignore the Supreme Court's decision, to ignore your 

)rior orders, to ignore the legislation and to deny the request 

.or interim relief and let the lawyers kick it around and sort 

.t out at the First District Court of Appeal. That may be the 

:asy thing to do but it's not the right thing to do. I would 

:ubmit to you it's not the right thing to do. Commissioners, 

:'m asking you to give my client interim rate relief, give them 

.he due process safeguard that the law provides. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Thank you. 

Commissioners, I told you that we're going to have to 

live Linda a break. We're at 1:00 now. So we're going to 

teed, we're going to go to lunch. We'll be back at 2 : 2 0 .  

le're on recess. 

(Recess taken.) 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: We are back on the record with our 

igenda Conference. 

Commissioner Argenziano, are you with us? 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Yes, I am, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN UCRTER: Okay. We are ready. Staff, you 
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re recognized. 

MR. FLETCHER: Commissioners, if it's your pleasure, 

re can start with Issue 1 and proceed through the issues. 

Issue 1 is staff's recommendation to suspend the 

Itility's proposed final water and wastewater rates. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Commissioner McMurrian. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: 1'11 move Staff 

-ecommendation on the suspension. 

COMMISSIONER EDGAR: Second. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Commissioners, any ques i 

lebate on Issue l? Hearing none, all those in favor, 

xown by the sign of aye. Aye. 

COMMISSIONER EDGAR: Aye. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: Aye. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: Aye. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Okay. Those opposed - -  

COMMISSIONER EDGAR: You're moving too fast. 

? 

let it be 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: I'm moving too fast. Those 

)pposed, like sign. Show it done. 

I didn't have any lunch. That's what it is. I'm 

:till wired. 

Commissioner Skop, you're recognized, sir. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Just a quick question. I know staff is introducing 

:he ssues and we just voted on Issue 1. Would it be possible 
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at some point to go back and ask a question respectively to 

both Mr. Beck and Mr. May? 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: You're recognized, Commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: All right. Thank you. 

I guess I'll start with Mr. May, I guess. I don't 

think that Aqua would be willing to withdraw its request for 

interim rates across the board, so I'm going to try and do my 

>est to be fair and apply the law to the facts in this 

iituation 

But in that regard, I think one of the points that 

you'd mention in your briefing, which I appreciated and I had 

the time over the lunch break to, to review the, the case 

law - -  let me see how I want to frame this. Are you suggesting 

in your argument that under 367.082, interim rates, provision 

me, the provision "may" is not controlling upon the 

Zommission? 

MR. MAY: Commissioner, I think the way the courts 

have interpreted similar statutes, the electric and the gas 

statute in Chapter 366 is framed virtually identical, and the 

courts have, and the courts have interpreted them similarly. 

But to answer your question, I think this is 

M s .  Bradley's interpretation of the statute. And with all due 

respect, I think that interpretation, that that, the word "may" 

in (1) gives the Commission unbridled discretion really flies 

in the face of the case law and the way the courts have 
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interpreted that. 

The way I think the courts have interpreted that, 

:ommissioner Skop, is that's a permissive, it's a permissive 

:erm that gives the Commission the authority to award interim 

relief. If the utility establishes a prima facie case, then 

:hat utility is entitled, and I think the word "entitledii is in 

:hat, in that same statute as well. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: Okay. And I appreciate that. 

bd to that point, again, I was looking at the Southern Bell 

rersus Bevis case that you cited as controlling precedent from 

:he Supreme Court of Florida. I noticed that that case in fact 

?as a telecom case under the telecom statute. 

MR. MAY: That's correct. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: And I read that case, and the 

:ourt was pretty clear in terms of what constituted prima facie 

:ase. 

I guess what I'm struggling with is, is the statutory 

Irovision I think is a little different or differently worded, 

at least the way I just looked at it, in 367.082, which is 

xovision one and then followed by provision two. I see a 

little tension between permissive and mandatory, and that's in 

:he context of water and wastewater systems. 

I do agree with your assertion, however, at least on 

:he telecom that the case law that you cited seems to be very 

:ontrolling in the body of case law related to telecom. I'm 
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just seeing a little bit of a difference in the two statutes. 

But - -  

MR. MAY: Commissioner, if I may just to follow up on 

that point. You know, absolutely, I concede that the BellSouth 

fiecision or the Southern Bell decision was decided under a 

telecom statute. But the policy behind that - -  and the policy 

m s  really it's a due process protection. And in addition, 

your Commission in earlier orders have relied on that BellSouth 

zase in water and wastewater decisions to grant interim, so. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: Right. I'm not, I'm not 

iisputing that. I'm just trying to distinguish and get 

zomf ort . 

Next question just real quick to Mr. Beck and then 

>ne quick question to staff. I guess, Mr. Beck, how would you 

respond to Mr. May's assertion that it's inappropriate to 

consider not only testimony from a prior case that was 

withdrawn but also pending testimony from the consumers in the 

instant case? 

MR. BECK: Well, I have a number of points. First Of 

all, on considering testimony from the other case that was 

withdrawn, we have testimony in this case that stands for the 

same proposition. You know, you heard customers testify that 

nothing has changed. And I'm trying to recall specifically 

which sehice hearing, but customers have told you nothing has 

changed since the last case and this case. So to the extent I 
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poted testimony from the last case, it's, you could say it's 

lupportive of what you have heard in this case. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: I understand. But how does that 

:omport with either a prima facie showing or not? 

Le - -  

I mean, to 

MR. BECK: Okay. There's two things. First of all, 

he cases cited by Mr. May do not construe an interim statute 

iuch as the water and wastewater statute we have here where you 

Lave the (1) with the "may" being the permissive and then the 

shall" is in the (2). In fact, the 1973 case, Bell versus 

levis, you know, doesn't, doesn't go into the statutory 

ionstruction. I know of no case on point that directly 

:onstrues 367.082 (1) , 

Second of all, even if you don't agree with the 

malysis we've put forth and the Attorney General has put forth 

)n construing that, you still reach the next step of have they 

lade a prima facie case. 

!ommission from considering the evidence in this case, whether 

:he evidence is sufficiently firm and sufficiently trustworthy 

md reliable for you to use it. 

:hey've said at face value. 

ieard in this case is evidence in the case, it's under oath, it 

ias subject to cross-examination, whether the company chose to 

)r not. 

And there's nothing that stops the 

You do not have to take what 

And the customer testimony you've 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: Okay. That's fine. And I'm just 
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rying to flesh out the fine points and what I perceive is 

rying to apply the controlling law to the facts. 

hat, again, the points are well-taken on both sides. 

And I think 

To staff, with respect to the E-2 and E-3 schedules, 

n Mr. May's letter dated 24, July, 2008, they discuss that 

hey'd actually provided a response to the Commission's 

xceptions or discrepancies. And then at the appropriate time, 

nd I'll leave it for now, I just wanted to get staff's 

erception on whether they have reviewed the responses to the 

iscrepancies that staff has identified and what the staff 

esponse to that would be. But I think at this point, 

r. Chair, I'm happy to turn it back over to staff. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Staff, you're recognized. 

MR. FLETCHER: With Commissioner Skop's question, I'd 

ave to defer to Mr. Paul Stallcup to address that. 

MR. STALLCUP: Commissioner, I'm Paul Stallcup of the 

ommission staff. Would you like to address that issue now? 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: Mr. Chair? 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Yes. Sure. You're recognized. 

MR. STALLCUP: Thank you. 

We saw the letter that Mr. May provided to us and 

re've also seen the revised MFRs that were submitted to the 

'ommission in response to the deficiency letter we had sent 

hem earlier. 

In my opinion, the utility did resolve any 
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mbiguities that may have existed between the E-2 schedules and 

he E-14 schedules. However, in my review of the information 

he company submitted, they did not resolve the ambiguity that 

xisted between the E-2s and the E-3s. For us that would be 

he kind of thing we would tend to look at through discovery as 

he case proceeded. At this point I think other members of the 

taff have handled that ambiguity correctly by adjusting the 

evenues that the company would have earned. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Thank you. 

Commissioner McMurrian. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: Thank you. 

Mr. Stallcup, I guess to me that was ambiguous about 

he ambiguity and I think I just got lost. 

You said they - -  I thought I heard you say they 

esolved the ambiguity between E-2 and E-3. 

art of it they resolved it and the other part they didn't? 

as confused. 

But was it that in 

I 

MR. STALLCUP: No, Commissioner. There are actually 

hree E schedules that we look at, all of which are drawn from 

he billing records of the company. There's an E-2, an E-3 and 

n E-14. The company did resolve any differences that may have 

xisted between the E-2s and E-14s; however, in my opinion they 

lid not resolve the ambiguity between the E-2s and E - 3 s .  

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: Okay. Okay. 
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CHAIRMAN CARTER: You're recognized. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: I have some, I have some 

>ther questions, I think, for Mr. Beck, I think. Yes. 

Mr. Beck and I think Ms. Bradley makes the same 

irguments about the use of the word "may" in the statute where 

'The Commission may during any proceeding for a change of rates 

ipon its own motion apply a petition from any party or by a 

cariff filing of a utility or regulated company authorize the 

:ollection of interim rates until the effective date of the 

:mal order." And I think you're suggesting to us, both of 

~OU, that it didn't say so that that allows us some 

iiscretion. 

.. 

I guess what I'm having a hard time with is that if 

:he statute did have Isshall" instead of "may" in that sentence, 

:hat it would, it would in a sense suggest that the Commission 

lpon its motion would have to authorize a collection of interim 

:ates. So I guess what I'm saying is I don't really think you 

:ould have put "shall" there and have any level of discretion. 

;t would almost suggest that the Commission would need to do 

:hat on its own. But help me understand how that works. 

And then I guess the second part of that is that 

Sentence also doesn't include a suggestion that there would 

lave to be some kind of showing of underearnings. And I think 

:hat that would have to be - -  if you were to put "shall11 in, 

70u would definitely need the rest of that. So it seems to me 
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.hat the latter part of the statute is sort of a, is really a 

elling part about the entitlement in the prima facie - -  

MR. BECK: Right. I don't think you could simply 

'hange the word llmaytt to "shallii because there would be 

)roblems, as you cited. 

But on the other hand, they did use, they chose the 

rord "may," and it could have been worded in a way where it 

rouldn't have said that. You know, they said that, they could 

Lave said the companies are entitled to it upon a showing of, a 

rima facie showing. There's lots of ways that could have been 

rorded to make it clear that it's mandatory. But that's not 

he way it's written. The way it's written, it says the 

'ommission may and so forth. 

eplace "may" and "shall" and everything would be fine. 

I do agree you couldn't just 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Commissioner, if you don't mind. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: Absolutely. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Where I think you were going on 

hat is that in the resolution of (a) is that the last portion 

If that, it says, "TO establish a prima facie entitlement for 

nterim relief, the Commission, the petitioning party, the 

tility or the regulated company shall demonstrate that the 

tility or the regulated company is earning outside the range 

if reasonableness on a rate of return calculated in accordance 

fith ( 5 ) . "  I think - -  were you not asking about how those two 

re resolved in that, in the prima facie showing? That's what 
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c thought you were asking Mr. Beck. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: I think that's somewhat what 

I'm getting at. 

3ecause I think the, I think the parties are suggesting that 

:he use of the word "may", and, of course, they did choose 

"may" instead of "shall" and they could have used "shall'1 

there, I guess I was suggesting that the use of the word 

"shall" in that sentence would be problematic for other reasons 

because you wouldn't even include any kind of demonstration by 

the utility, there wouldn't be that in that sentence if you 

just changed it to "shall.'' And I realize that's not - -  I 

don't think that's what they're saying is it should have been 

changed to "shall." But I think, I think that in reading 

everything in totality, that I think there is a suggestion in 

the part that you recognized, is that it's made more clear as 

you go to the end of that section and it talks strictly about 

an entitlement and how the utility has to demonstrate it, and 

it suggests that if they demonstrate that, then the Commission, 

the Commission would - -  they would be entitled to that through 

the Commission. That's the way I read it. But I'm having 

trouble - -  I understand the point they're making. I'm just 

having trouble sort of coinciding those two sections. So, yes, 

your, your point is correct. 

It's probably just an inartful way of asking. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: I was, I was hoping - -  Mr. Beck, 

can you speak to that issue, please? And then I'll come back 
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.o you, Commissioner. Because I was, I was on that wavelength. 

MR. BECK: After you get through the section that 

;ays, "The Commission may authorize the collection," then you 

yet down further inro the "shall." And, of course, that's what 

:he company has to show to establish a prima facie case. 

Let me mention that our argument still stands even if 

rou don't agree with us on "may." The prima facie case, you 

;till have to - -  it's not just because they said so. You have 

:o consider the evidence and feel that the evidence is 

afficiently concrete, it's sufficiently reliable to warrant 

Tour consideration. 

If you agree that the billing matters are 

iroblematic, that you've seen customers testify - -  I won't go 

:hrough it all again - -  but if you agree that they're 

iroblematic, that goes to the issue of whether they've, they've 

nade the prima facie case. So put aside if you want to the 

issue about "may." You still have to decide that the evidence 

:hey've provided is adequate and sufficient and reliable for a 

xima facie case. What I'm arguing is it isn't. You've got 

loads of evidence in this case that it's not sufficiently 

reliable because of all the billing problems. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Mr. Chair? 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Commissioner Argenziano. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Yes. And I'd like to ask 

4r. Beck, because I sat through those meetings also and I agree 
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hat, you know, last year there was nightmare after nightmare 

fter nightmare. 

ot of problems for the people. 

m very glad that Chuluota was taken off of this because I 

ould not in all good conscience go along because we have 

uality of service there for sure. 

But in all fairness - -  and there have been a 

And I have to express that I 

But in all fairness, I also heard, and in the notes 

hat we all took, a lot of the problems from the billing and so 

in, there were problems last year that were worse. I think 

hat the company did put forth an effort to try to resolve 

hat. They hired new people, there were some people in some 

ilaces who had indicated also that things were much better in 

iilling and so on. Some of the nightmares that were 

xacerbated were due to the, and in all fairness again, were 

he problems when they tried to change the meters out and, and 

here were repeated problems there of adding the zeros and so 

in and so on, but I think that was a result of trying to make 

iositive changes. And unfortunately they had some real 

iroblems: Human errors, which we know occur. 

But I think that, from what I had heard, and, Mr. 

leck, I think you heard this too, that they were trying to make 

Ihanges. I'm not saying it's perfect, but I think that some of 

hose things that we heard this time around, with the exception 

if Chuluota, were that they were a result of problems stemming 

rom trying to correct some of the problems. And I also 
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elieve that in the service area we did hear some o f  the 

omplaints that we couldn't get a supervisor. 

eard some of the ones I didn't hear last year that, you know, 

he people were better, the local people were doing better, and 

ndicated to me that a series of unfortunate circumstances this 

ime around, but maybe things were starting to get better. And 

wondered what your comments were about, you know, that, some 

But we also 

f those comments that we heard. 

MR. BECK: Commissioner, I don't disagree with 

nything you've said. But on the other hand, you heard the 

ame comments in every service hearing, not only geographically 

ut over time the same complaints repeated, repeated, repeated. 

nd if it were just as simple as, you know, they're putting in 

ew meters and couldn't get the reading correct, then why did 

t occur over such a long length of time and over so many 

ifferent places? 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: To that point I agree, why 

id it take so long? But I could see it as a problem that's I 

hink on its way to remedy almost. I think, I think if we had 

earings again in six months, I would hope that - -  I think that 

hat would be resolved. That exacerbated the original. I 

lean, people were infuriated with good cause what we heard last 

ear. But I think what I'm, what I'm concerned with is that - -  

nd I guess I'm not sure if this is the proper time to say it, 

Ir. Chair. But I'm concerned with, you know, we had real 
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roblems and we still have problems, but I see remedies taking 

lace also. And I guess the thing that I'm looking at with the 

tatutory language, I was there when we, in the Legislature 

hen we discussed the regulatory lag and I know what the policy 

as, was, was put forth, I know what it meant. And I guess 

hen I look at it, the company did put money into some systems. 

nd do they have a right for interim rates to recover that, and 

think they do. And the prima facie thing is very important 

o me also. 

But I guess I just wanted to take Mr. Beck and OPC 

nd even the AG's office as far as, you know, the company is 

oving forward. I'm not saying they're perfect and there's a 

ot of things I'm still very concerned with, but I'm still 

tuck to, Mr. Beck, on, on looking at both sides of that. 

ecause I did hear a little something else this time, people 

aying, you know, in a lot of those places saying, yeah, you 

now, the problems, the ones that continued, the same things 

hat we heard last year were people who did have that extra 

ero on, and there were many of those. And, granted, that took 

long time to get, to get - -  and I'm not sure it's totally 

emedied yet. It took a long time. But, but I think other 

eople also came up and said that, you know, I'm dealing with a 

oca1 guy or I'm dealing with this woman, except Tamika, who we 

11 know didn't do a very good job, but I heard some other 

iositives that I was, I was, I just wanted to bring up. 
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iecause that to me said a little bit of something that the 

iompany really was trying to put forward an effort, maybe not 

pick enough or not good enough, but I just had to throw that 

n there. 

But also to staff, if I may ask, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: You're recognized. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: And I've read and I think 

re all know, but can you repeat for me, I'd like to get a good 

.dea again now while we're all in a roundtable what the company 

ias asked for, actually what the company spent, what they 

tctually spent on, excluding Chuluota, on, you know, remodeling 

)r, I'm sorry, I forgot the word I'm looking for, the money 

.hey expended on repairs and making the systems better, then 

rhat they asked for and what we actually are giving them or 

rhat staff is recommending, not what we're giving them, what 

.he recommendation is. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Mr. Willis, you're recognized. 

MR. WILLIS: Commissioner Argenziano, I think I 

inderstand what you're asking for is how much money has, how 

nuch the utility has invested in their system? 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Yes. In repairs and making 

:he systems better. 

MR. WILLIS: In repairs? 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: I mean, the systems were 

lot good systems. 
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MR. WILLIS: I'm not sure that's a number - -  we'd 

lave to go back and gather that from the MFRs. I don't have 

hat in front of us at this point. We can get that 

nformation. It's not something I have readily available in 

ront of me. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Can you give a range? Do you hav 

L range? 

MR. FLETCHER: If I remember correctly, it was 

iefinitely over $5 million for the water systems because they 

rere replacing meters, they were replacing - -  this is for 

nollectively, in aggregate. They were also making improvements 

or the water distribution system, and it was at least equal to 

hat or more for the wastewater system because they were also 

laking repairs to their collection system. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Commissioner, was that helpful? 

'hat gave us a general range. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: That's good because that's 

lbout what I recall. And then what the company came in and 

sked for percentage-wise, dollar-wise, and then what the 

;taff's recommendations are percentage-wise and dollar-wise, 

)lease. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Staff, you're recognized. 

MR. FLETCHER: Yes, Commissioners. I have the total 

-evenue increase. I have it broken down by revenue increase 

'rom - -  the company had requested in aggregate for water and 
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rastewater $5,925,512. That was their total revenue increase 

ith, with, I think, I believe the Commissioner is requesting 

rithout Chuluota, is that what you, the revenue increase? 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Yes. 

MR. FLETCHER: Would be $3,557,129. That would be 

he revenue increase without Chuluota. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Without Chuluota. Okay. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Do you, okay, do you have some kind 

If - -  I think Commissioner Argenziano was also asking whether 

lr not there was a percentage. Is that - -  did you ask that, 

'ommiss ioner ? 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Yeah. What I'm looking for 

ow, because anybody listening right now needs to understand 

rhat the company was asking for as far as the increase in rates 

ionetarily, the dollar figure, plus the percentage of increase 

iver the current charges. Is it 100 percent above, 

00 percent? We've heard as high as 180 percent, maybe even 

iigher. And then go to what staff is actually recommending, is 

t 40 percent, is it 50 percent, you know? This is the heart 

if why we're here. You guys should know what I'm talking 

[bout. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Okay. Staff. 

MR. FLETCHER: I don't have the aggregate number for 

heir requested revenue increase. I have the dollar amount. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Hold on a second. Hold on a 
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requested what? Let's put that number down. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Yes. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Let's take it slow a 
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see if we can 

the company 

d easy. We 

:an get there. What's the total amount the company requested? 

MR. MAY: Commissioners, if I may be helpful in some 

)f the - -  

CHAIRMAN CARTER: You're recognized, Mr. May. 

MR. MAY: It's on Page 9, Issue 3, second, third 

)aragraph there is the - -  

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Page 9, Issue 3, the third 

)aragraph . 
COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Right. Mr. Chair, for all 

:he benefit of the people that don't have that in front of 

:hem, that's why I'm asking it to be read out loud. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Okay. They have requested - -  I'm 

reading from Page 9, it looks like $2,946,615 for water 

)perations and $2,978,897 for wastewater operations. And the 

:ombined increase for water and wastewater operations, if this 

nath is correct, and I have no reason to believe otherwise, is 

;5,925,512, and the water and wastewater on an interim basis of 

;14,934,895. Staff, am I making any sense? 

MR. FLETCHER: Yes, sir. 
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COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: So which, which of these - -  

CHAIRMAN CARTER: So what's the total number? 

MR. FLETCHER: Well, what they have requested in the 

FRs would be 3 9 . 6 8  percent for water and wastewater, the 

evenue increase. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: 39.68 percent? 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: For water and waste. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: For water and wastewater. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Okay. And what is staff's 

ecommendation today? 

MR. FLETCHER: Hold on one moment. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Okay. 

MR. FLETCHER: That would - -  staff's recommended 

evenue increase on a total basis is 2 6 . 4 4  percent. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: 2 6 . 4  percent for both water and 

astewater. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: So, Mr. Chair, it's dropped 

own from - -  

CHAIRMAN CARTER: You're recognized. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Thank YOU. It's dropped 

 own from 3 9 . 6 8  percent to staff's recommendation of 26 .44 .  Is 

hat correct? 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Did you say, did you say 2 6 . 4  or 

' 6 .44 ,  staff? 

MR. FLETCHER: 2 6 . 4 4  percent. 
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CHAIRMAN CARTER: Okay. 

MR. FLETCHER: And that is actually, it would be less 

han that because that includes the Chuluota system. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Can you break that out? I know it 

ay be painstaking, but let's break, let's take Chuluota out so 

e can have a real number here. Commissioners, just bear with 

e momentarily. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Thank you, Mr. Chair. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Okay. 

(Pause. ) 

While staff is doing that, Commissioners, I'm showing 

y my ciphering courtesy of the South Georgia public school 

ystem is that from 39 .68 ,  taking out staff's rec from that is 

6.44,  that leaves, that's a reduction of 1 3 . 2 4  percent from - -  

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: That's still including 

'huluota. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: And that does include Chuluota. So 

hat's a 1 3 . 2 4  percent reduction in terms of what staff has 

,ecommended versus what the company asked for. 

Now, staff, you're recognized for - -  

MR. FLETCHER: Chairman, the calculation without 

!huluota is 22 percent. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: 22  percent? Commissioners, you can 

.ind of help me do the math here. 

MR. WILLIS: Chairman, if I could j u s t  add. 
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CHAIRMAN CARTER: Mr. Willis. 

MR. WILLIS: What Mr. Fletcher gave you was the 

ctual increase in rates. There's an extra amount which would 

e about $665,000 which would be included in that regulatory 

sset the company is requesting to be deferred until the final 

nd of the case. So if you - -  there's two amounts because this 

s so different. The company's methodology is to request an 

nterim increase in rates at a limited amount and anything 

bove that that they're actually entitled to would be placed 

nto a regulatory asset. So there's a limiting factor. It's 

hat we talked about the capped rates for interim. Anything 

bove the capped rates would be placed into that regulatory 

sset which the Commission would make a determination on at the 

ail end of the case as to how that would be collected, the 

emaining part. 

hen you look at the actual increase. I just wanted to make 

ure we're talking apples and apples here because the actual 

nterim rate increase is what Mr. Fletcher talked about here. 

so there's an additional amount on top of that 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: And that's what we're talking 

bout. 

MR. WILLIS: Right. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: The $600,000 you're talking about, 

hat's, the Commission may or may - -  that would be a part of 

'oming to the final analysis which would be later on; is that 

'orrect? 
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MR. WILLIS: That's correct, Chairman. That would be 

f the Commission were to agree with the company's methodology 

)f including that regulatory asset for the amount over the 

:apped interim rates for any amount over that to be collected 

it a future time. If the Commission is not going to agree 

.oday to do that type of deferral on the excess amount, you 

rould have to look at the entire amount they're entitled to. 

?or instance, just to back up - -  

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Mr. Chair? 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: One second. Commissioner 

mgenziano. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: For the, for the benefit of 

Ieople who may be listening, it gets so confusing, because I 

;now it gets confusing for me, could you explain, I guess, what 

.he recoveries are for very briefly? There are monies 

xpended - -  are we talking about rates of return? I know that 

iome people have asked me time and time again that they're not 

iure when we're talking about what the rate increases are for. 

ind when you go on the, the capped rates, I think we may have 

just confused a whole lot of people. Maybe, maybe in 

simplistic terms just explaining, if we can. And I know 

tt's - -  I don't want to make this lengthier than it has to be, 

Jut I think that trying to make things very clear to the public 

gho could be listening and for me also in certain, certain 

ireas would be most helpful. And I don't know if, if 
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[r. Willis can do that. 

'ates issue, I think that would clarify some things. 

If you can go back over the capped 

MR. WILLIS: Sure, Commissioner Argenziano. 

The company has requested in its filing for interim 

'ates that the rates approved for interim purposes not be 

.igher than the rates they requested for final. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: For final. Right. 

MR. WILLIS: And if you remember, in this case the 

ompany has requested a statewide final rate where every system 

,odd pay the same rate. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Right. 

MR. WILLIS: That's where the cap comes in. For - -  

f you - -  the way we have to calculate rates currently is based 

n the rate structures that are in place. Some are stand-alone 

ystems, some were grouped under the old Florida Water system, 

hey were purchased from Florida Water, and we have to 

alculate the interim increases based on how they were grouped 

rior to coming in for this rate case. 

If a company's, or if a system's actual revenue 

ncrease for interim was calculated by staff to be higher than 

hat the company had requested for a final rate under the 

tand-alone or under the statewide final rate, the excess 

mount that that would produce over that statewide final rate 

ould be placed in a regulatory asset, which would be set aside 

nd deferred for collection after the Commission votes at the 
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Einal Agenda Conference on this. The Commission would make a 

letermination on how that was to be collected, that additional 

%mount. 

The staff has to go through, and you saw our 

recommendation, there's 200 something pages here of schedules 

uhere we had to go through and calculate a revenue requirement 

~y system for every one of these systems. 

gtand-alone rate, you wouldn't have to do that. You'd have to 

Zalculate one water revenue requirement, one wastewater revenue 

requirement. You can see the magnitude of work we had to do to 

90 through this. But that's where you get the variance. Every 

system has a different calculation. Some would be below what a 

Statewide uniform rate would produce according to the company, 

:ome came up higher than what a statewide uniform rate would 

xoduce according to the company. That's where the cap came in 

ias what the proposed requested statewide uniform rate would 

xoduce. Anything above that statewide uniform rate that the 

:ompany requested was put into a deferred account under the 

:ompany's proposal and would be collected later. 

If you had a 

For instance, under staff's recommendation, without 

:huluota included in this, staff's revenue increase would be 

;3,557,000, but that's dealing with the portion that goes into 

regulatory asset and a portion that would be collected through 

:ates. If you break that down, we're basically calculating it 

)n an annual basis, $665,000 would be included in that 
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.egulatory asset if these rates were to be collected over a 

rear's time. That's our approximate calculation. The amount 

:hat would be collected through interim rates to customers 

rould be $2,891,000. That's how that would be broken down. So 

:here's two components of the interim rates under consideration 

5ght here. It's that amount which you would approve for 

.nterim rates to be collected from customers now and that 

mount which you would defer to another time. 

Now under the company's proposal, if you adopt their 

iethodology to do that, this works. If you don't adopt their 

iethodology, then we have to fall back on separate calculations 

ior each system. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: For stand-alones. Uh-huh. 

MR. WILLIS: Pardon, Commissioner? 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Well, can I ask you a 

pestion? 

MR. WILLIS: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: That would - -  Mr. Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: You're recognized. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: That would be determined on 

low we would vote, whether we voted for staff's recommendations 

lenying the uniform rates; is that correct? 

MR. WILLIS: No, Commissioner, it doesn't have to be. 

Phe way the, the way this issue is set out, if the Commission 

lecides in the tail end of this case not to go along with the 
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itatewide uniform rate, the amount of interim revenue 

:ollections being deferred could be separated out between 

;ystems. So that if you were to go along with a, for instance, 

I regional rate, a county rate or a stand-alone rate, that 

)ortion for each system would still be able to be broken out 

iowever you decide to set rates. 

So the methodology, what you would be - -  if you went 

ilong with the company's proposal, with this methodology, we 

:an break out the amount to be deferred by system, by county, 

,y region, however you want to do it in the tail end. So 

rou're not really at this point agreeing to a stand-alone rate. 

Vhat you do today has nothing to do with agreeing with a 

stand-alone rate at all. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Okay. That's what I wanted 

:o clarify. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Commissioner Skop. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I 

pess I've been listening to Commissioner Argenziano's 

pestioning. I think I followed the staff recommendation, but 

C just, for the folks at home, I just want to go through this 

naybe to make an example. 

I guess - -  is it correct to understand based on the 

nethodology and what staff has done with the regulatory asset 

:hat if the uncapped interim rates would be, say, $100 and the 

requested final rates were $80, then the capped rates would try 
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ind mimic the final rates being $80 and $80 and that the 

; 2 0  difference would be held as a regulatory asset? 

MR. WILLIS: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: Okay. 

MR. WILLIS: That's how it works. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: And that would be collected later 

rithout interest under the recommended methodology. 

MR. WILLIS: Yes. Under the company's proposal they 

rould not, they're not requesting interest on that deferred 

imount, nor are they requesting that it be put in the balance 

;heet approach for a rate of return during the time period that 

.t's being collected. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: So to that point, that's similar 

)r analogous to a rate smoothing technique where the interim 

rates are actually in theory higher than the final rates, but 

Ihey'll be smoothed out with the regulatory asset to make 

werything equal. 

MR. WILLIS: Correct. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: Okay. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Commissioner McMurrian. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: Thank you, Chairman. 

I have five or six. I want to clarify something that 

12. Willis was just discussing. That, that collection of that 

regulatory asset only occurs though after we've had the full 

iearing and decided whether or not they're, that they should 
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et recovery of those dollars. So there's no guarantee at this 

oint that they're going to recover the remainder, that part 

hat's put in that regulatory asset. 

MR. WILLIS: Yes, Commissioners. Just like interim 

ates, that's all subject to the Commission's final 

etermination. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: I just wanted to make sure 

because I think we were missing out on the if it's ultimately 

pproved part, but anyway. 

MR. WILLIS: Exactly. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: And maybe I just didn't hear 

t, too. I had four or five other questions for staff. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: You're recognized. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: Despite the discrepancy in 

he data that we've talked about, Mr. Stallcup talked about, 

sn't it correct that staff was able to determine an annualized 

.evenue adjustment in a manner that went in the customers' 

avor? And I should clarify that. With the exception of four, 

think, water and wastewater systems out of the remaining 

t3 water and 21 wastewater systems. 

MR. FLETCHER: That's correct. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: Okay. Thank you. And then 

sing those numbers that you were able to pull together - -  and 

et me just editorialize a minute. I don't - -  I'm not, I'm not 

iappy that staff had to try to figure out which number to use. 
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c do think that the company has a responsibility to try to get 

:he data in order. And anyway, so it's unfortunate we're 

:here. But I think it did - -  I that staff, whenever there was 

i discrepancy, it seems like they took the number that was more 

iavorable to the customer and I think that's important to point 

)ut. so using those numbers, does the utility's filing on its 

Face show that its achieved rate of return falls outside of the 

:ommission's authorized rate of return? 

MR. FLETCHER: Yes, Commissioners, Commissioner. It, 

it did fall outside the lower limit for the interim rate, 

interim revenue rate increases, it did fall outside the lower 

limit of the return on equity. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: Okay. And doesn't that - -  

in accordance with at least that last sentence in the statute, 

m d  I guess this maybe is for Mr. Jaeger, doesn't that entitle 

:he company to interim rates? 

MR. JAEGER: Yes, Commissioner. That's my 

interpretation of that last sentence of 082(l) and then also 

:he first sentence of (2) (a). 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: Okay. And, Commissioners, 

C'm concerned about the precedent. I've heard what Ms. Bradley 

m d  Mr. Beck have to say and I understand what they're saying 

about the word "any," and I realize that they're also looking 

st the customer service aspects. But I guess I'm concerned 

:hat if you don't grant interim rates because of discrepancies 
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n the billing data, 

,any discrepancies are enough to say that you throw it out? 

sd so I wanted to ask a question about precedence. 

I'm not sure where you draw the line. HOW 

If the company has established a prima facie case for 

nterim rates, and it sounds like our staff believes they have, 

.nd this Commission denies interim rates in this case based on 

he discrepancies in the billing data, what kind of precedent 

rould that set with respect to the granting of interim rates 

loing forward? 

MR. JAEGER: I think there's case law that says you 

lave the ability to do each individual interim rate 

:alculation. But I think all we're saying here today is that 

.f they - -  the question was has the utility put on its prima 

iacie case, and that's both a fact and a legal question. And 

;taff says, the technical staff believes they have put on that 

xima facie case to show they were earning below the authorized 

:ate of return. So it's just - -  I don't believe it has any 

Irecedent in granting it. It's just - -  I think I reviewed 

irobably 50 orders where we denied interim rate increases, and 

111 of them turned on that prima facie case that they're 

:arning below their last authorized rate of return. That's the 

pestion. And if they don't put on that prima facie case, they 

Ion't get it. If they do, they do get it. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: Okay. And I think one last 

me, Chairman. 
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CHAIRMAN CARTER: You're recognized. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: If we were to deny interim 

rates today based on the argument that the billing information 

?as incorrect, can't the company correct those MFRs and ask us 

igain before we get to the final rate stage and end up right 

)ack here determining whether or not to put in an interim 

ncrease? 

MR. JAEGER: We rarely give them two bites of the 

ipple. 

lad multiple systems and they were trying to do a projected 

:est year and the data was just so messed up that the 

!ommission couldn't really make a determination about the prima 

iacie case, then they gave Southern States a second bite of the 

tpple, that Commission did, and let them come back in and show 

:hrough another filing, and this time I think they used like a 

iistorical test year and got away from the projected interim 

.est year. But that was the problem with the projected interim 

:est year. It just became too complicated, too - -  and I think 

:he statute had just changed. And it says projected rate base, 

md the Commission didn't know what they meant because then you 

let a mismatch. If you do a projected rate base but don't 

zoject everything else, then you really get messed up. I hope 

: answered your question. 

But in a similar case with Southern States where they 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: You did. I guess I did - -  I 

lad the assumption that they could ask again and again and 
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lgain until the final rates were put into effect. But you're 

,aying we don't usually give them that second bite of the 

Ipple, so that did clarify something for me. 

Lave done it in certain cases. So I guess that's one of those 

hings where we have the discretion to take it up or not? 

But you said we 

MR. JAEGER: I believe so. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: I mean, I thought that the, 

thought that in those cases the Commission might consider 

lhether or not the rate case, the additional rate case expense 

)f them trying several times might not be approved, and I don't 

.hink it should be approved if they didn't get their case in 

)rder and then had to refile and refile and refile and ask for 

lore rate case expense, and I don't think that that's 

ippropriate to give them the rate case expense. At least 

.hat's my, my thinking. But there - -  but is there anything 

.hat really limits them asking for interim rates again if we 

!ere to deny this today before the final rates determined, were 

let ermined? 

MR. JAEGER: I'm not aware of anything in the 

;tatUtes that limits them from trying again if they believe 

:hey do have it right or can put on a better, or a prima facie 

:ase. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: Okay. Thank you. 

And, Chairman, I just wanted to say I - -  a lot of 

:his has come up already about how we've heard the same thing 
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his time as last time. And I agree with Mr. Beck, we've heard 

L lot of repeat testimony. 

Lrgenziano that some things had gotten better and there were 

ome customers that told us that some of the problems they had 

lefore had been corrected or they were able to get someone on 

he phone now. But, again, we still heard a lot of, a lot of 

oncerns about the extra zero, we had a lot of concerns about 

eople still buying bottled water. I know Ms. Bradley pointed 

hat out in her filing. A lot of concerns about customers 

feren't getting called back when they called customer service 

r, frankly, very flippant explanations about what was, what 

'as the, what was the impetus of their problem, just saying 

hat, you know, there's a leak, automatically there's a leak 

(ithout suggesting that perhaps the problem could be on the 

tility's side. And I think that that's something that I hope 

hat you all are already looking at, and I think time and time 

gain we did hear about the extra zero. 

I do also agree with Commissioner 

I am encouraged that you are putting in the new 

ietering service, the new meter, the new meters, but it does 

leem like there's some training issues there both on the 

uustomer service side and the metering side and perhaps even 

he person who takes the information from the meters and puts 

t in the billing system. So I think there's definitely - -  at 

east there's concerns on my part that we are still hearing 

iome of those same things. 
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But, Commissioners, I do believe that with the 

tatute and with staff's representation that they have met the 

rima facie case, I do believe that they are entitled under the 

tatute to some sort of interim rate increase. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Thank you. 

Commissioner Skop. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

And I think Commissioner McMurrian hit on a very, 

ery good point that was just being fleshed out. I think what 

11 this boils down to is, is a couple of things: How you 

nterpret the Commission's discretion under the statute or lack 

hereof, the need or the company being able to demonstrate the 

act that they may be subject to regulatory lag, and I know 

hat to establish the prima facie case they shall demonstrate, 

nd those are very strong words. 

ension here. 

And I'm trying to balance the 

Apparently, you know, on one hand one could argue 

hey've met their prima facie case and they should be granted 

nterim rates to be compensatory with what they've invested. 

,n the other hand, you know, you could argue that there's a 

liscrepancy between E-2 and E-3 that would fall into what 

:ommissioner McMurrian suggested, that maybe they be afforded 

m opportunity to reconcile those schedules such that our staff 

Loesn't have to do that and come back in at a later point in 

.ime seeking interim rate relief. 
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Again, I'm just sitting here listening. I think that 

111 the discussion has been excellent. 

ihether the discrepancy on the E-2 versus E - 3  schedules arises 

.o, to a lack of showing in terms of making a prima facie case. 

: think that what's evident to me is that they are probably 

inderearning below the lowest ROE rate. I'm not so sure that, 

'ou know, on a technicality basis you can make an issue and 

.equire them to reconcile that discrepancy in the schedule and 

:ome back in. I think that that's a point that's well-taken 

.hat maybe the Commission should look at if it desires to do 

io. But I thought that Commissioner McMurrian raised an 

:xcellent point in that regard. 

I don't know myself 

Again, under 367.082,  you know, the "may" is giving 

le a little bit of heartache because, again, I think it's 

lifferent from the case that we cited or was cited as precedent 

mder, under case law. And that case didn't address a 

;ituation where, what to make of the "may." It just basically 

;tate these are the elements of the prima facie case. 

And as much as I might be willing to test the statute 

mder the 367 .082  on, you know, on behalf of the discretion 

:hat we may have, I kind of think that it would be 

:ounterproductive and we'd just end up in an appeal to the 

.st DCA. I think Mr. May's already suggested that. You know, 

.ike I say, I wish I could light a votive candle and Aqua would 

lust withdraw all of the interim requests on behalf of all the 
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ustomers because, you know, similar to Chuluota because I just 

hink that - -  you know, I just question the fairness. I know 

egally they're entitled to, and I think staff would agree, to 

equest the interim rates for any system that they have. But 

t just, you know, I think that some of the terms that were 

sed that Chuluota was, was unique, and I wrote it down 

omewhere but I don't have it exactly in front of me, but there 

ere unique circumstances, special and compelling factors that 

re unique to the Chuluota system. I don't really want to get 

nto the opinion testimony. I think that, you know, the bottom 

ine is this is a statutory question, a question of fact and 

pplying the law to the facts more so than getting into the 

videntiary basis for what we should do or not do. 

I think the Attorney General's Office argument is 

xtremely well-taken, as is the Office of Public Counsel. And 

'm trying to balance that between the request of the 

etitioner and trying to be fair and make sure that, you know, 

e do a good job of applying the law to the facts. And, I 

lean, there is some tension here. You know, I think what 

he - -  you know, I think all of us as Commissioners feel this 

ension because a lot of times, and a lot of times I don't 

hink the consumers really understand this or the people at 

ome, is a lot of times our decision, we don't have a lot of 

iscretion. It's driven by statute. 

And in this case, although it may appear that we hi 
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some discretion, you know, taken in the totality and looking at 

some past precedent and some interpretation, you know, I think 

at best what we could hope to do is along the lines of what 

Commissioner McMurrian perhaps suggested. Or other than that, 

you know, I feel that as much as I'd be uninclined to do so, I 

have to follow the law. I don't make the law. I just am duty 

bound to follow it. And there doesn't seem to be a whole lot 

of discretion there. I wish, I wish there were. But, again, I 

think to do so would just be counterproductive and we'd just 

end up in a legal fight. And I'm not so sure that our time 

would be better spent doing that as opposed to, to drilling 

down through the numbers and putting our staff's effort into 

making sure that they've made their case for rate, final rate 

relief as stated in the statute. Interim rates, while applied 

and very high particularly for some systems, are subject to 

refund, and we've been through that exercise once already. 

But, like I say, I just wanted to touch upon the 

point that Commissioner McMurrian raised. Because I do think 

that offers, you know, some sense of fairness to the extent 

that if there were a question of fact as to whether a prima 

facie showing has actually been made due to the discrepancy 

that staff identified and has subsequently tried to work 

around, then that would be the basis for the Commission having 

discretion to say we'll give you a second bite at the apple. 

But other than that, I think that, you know, based on staff's 
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nalysis it's reasonable to conclude that they may be below the 

ow end of the earnings range and basically entitled, 

ightfully or wrongfully, to interim rate relief until such 

ime as we address the final issues associated with the case. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Thank you. 

Commissioner McMurrian. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: Thank you, Chairman. I just 

ranted to clarify. I wasn't suggesting that the utility get a 

econd bite at the apple. I guess what I was saying was I'm 

'oncerned that if we denied the interim rate increase on the 

iasis of the billing data not lining up properly on the E-3 and 

4, I'm not sure I used the right ones, or E-2 and E-3, 

rhichever schedules they were, where it didn't - -  

MR. WILLIS: E-2 and E-3. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: E-2 and E-3. Thank you. 

'hat if we did that on that basis that I was afraid that the 

tility, we would just be back here in a few weeks where the 

tility had corrected the deficiency discrepancies. And, in 

act, if they corrected the discrepancies against the 

ustomer's favor, we would be faced with possibly a higher 

nterim rate increase. So I would rather not afford them the 

ipportunity - - I wasn't suggesting they have that opportunity. 

'ut I was suggesting that if we did deny it, that that might be 

rhere we were if the law didn't prevent them from asking for an 

nterim rate increase again if we denied it. So that's the 
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ioint. I just wanted to clarify that. So thank you, Chairman, 

ior letting me. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Mr. Chair? 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Yes, ma'am. You're recognized, 

:ommissioner Argenziano. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Okay. Thank you, 

4r. Chair. 

I see several different things. I think staff is 

:orrect that they've made a prima facie case as per 

:heir earnings, underearnings. I think that's established. 

rhatqs my opinion and I agree with staff there. 

But I see a difference in the statutes between 

,peratin9 costs and rate of return. And staff needs to correct 

ne if I'm wrong on this, but it seems to me that the customer 

service issues, which there are, come into play in the final 

rates as a rate of return issue. And Statute 367.011 pertains 

:o customer service issues, quality issues, and even if you're 

lo t  in compliance with DEP and other state agencies and 

ictually affecting and giving us the ability to reduce a rate 

If return for those reasons. 

But I don't think that you can at this point - -  I 

lon't think it means limiting their operating costs and that's 

uhat I'm - -  I want this company to correct and fix those, those 

Eacilities that they have. And them spending the money on 

:hose facilities I think is critical in getting it to a point 
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vhere the people who are paying for water can actually drink 

:heir water and, of course, have better service at some point. 

ind I agree with Mr. Beck, it's gone on for a long time. 

So at this point I think that staff is correct in 

:he, in their recommendation that prima facie has been met and, 

2nd that somewhere down the line that, staff would correct me 

if I'm wrong or please indicate if I'm right, that if it comes 

lown to the final rates and we are then dealing with still 

laving quality issues or out of compliance issues, we can then 

ise 367.011. Am I correct there, staff? 

MR. FLETCHER: Yes, Commissioner Argenziano, you are 

zorrect. In the final, Commission's final determination if 

:here's a quality of service, if it's based on the evidence of 

:he record, if there is quality of service unsatisfactory, if 

:hat's what transpires, then under 367.111 there is the 

?revision there where the return on equity - -  and also in the 

?ast the Commission has also looked to officer salaries to 

Iddress quality of service. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Absolutely. And, 

Jlr. Chair, and my final comments on this is that, as I said 

Jefore, I'm very glad Chuluota is not in this because we have a 

real problem there and, as you know in the hearings, I wanted 

some additional information from DOH and DEP. And I'm glad 

it's not on the table today because, quite frankly, I think a 

Lot needs to be done there. And I hope that the company and 
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the City of Oviedo come to some kind of a meeting of the minds 

because those people need to have safe, clean drinking water. 

As for customer service issues, I want the company to 

understand I am very, very concerned with those issues. I do 

see some movement on the company's part and I hope that the 

company continues. And I'm a little concerned with hearing 

from the Attorney General's Office that some of those people 

who were taken to the back of the room that were told they'd 

get a call back didn't, and I would think it behooves that 

company to make sure that those people's issues get resolved or 

at least get a phone call back, and that's something I think 

I'm going to look for in the, when the final rates come around. 

But, again, I just want to say that I want this 

company to fix those facilities. And I think that they've put 

some money into those facilities and I think at this point with 

their prima facie case being made that they probably deserve 

that money back for the, for the upgrading of those facilities. 

And I hope that people can actually drink the water that 

they're paying for in the future. 

And with that, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate you letting 

me say what I needed to say. But I do agree with staff on the 

prima facie case. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Thank you, Commissioner. I also 

wanted to say that based upon what staff has found and what's, 

based upon the statute that there was a prima facie showing, 
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idditionally is that notwithstanding the fact that there was a 

]rima facie showing, staff still reduced the amount that was 

requested by the company. So that's significant. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Right. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: And, and I think that gives a 

jignal to the company that we're still looking at customer 

jervice issues, we're still looking at significant billing 

?rrors, we're still looking at the eventual rate of, in terms 

)f the, the permanent rates when we get there. So I think 

:hat, you know, I think that the company is listening loud and 

:lear. And I think that as we go further, that we want to make 

jure that we continue to protect the interests of the consumers 

3s well as making sure that the company is viable enough to pay 

Eor the necessary corrections and changes and revisions to make 

jure that the people have clean water to drink. 

And with that, Commissioners, I think we're ready to 

nove forward. Commissioner Edgar, you're recognized. 

COMMISSIONER EDGAR: Just to reiterate a couple of 

:he points that have been made. You know, I recognize that it 

is not a perfect solution, but that the statute does afford 

xotection to the customers by virtue of refunds should an 

interim rate be granted, that it is not ultimately granted in 

:hat same full amount as the final action on that item. Again, 

xobably not a perfect solution, but certainly a very important 

xotection that is built into the statute. 
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Also the recognition that, that, you know, many water 

ystems in Florida and certainly some of these do need to have 

n infusion of capital and investment into those systems to 

montinue to be able to meet the needs of the customers and 

'onsumers. And unfortunately I think we will probably be 

eeing other, you know, water rate cases come before us for 

hat very reason because some of these systems are old and do 

leed some improvements. 

I also recognize that by virtue of this case having 

,o many systems in, you know, in such a large, spread across 

,uch a large geographic area or scattered across such a large 

leographic area that it's a little unusual that we had the 

'ustomer meetings across a period of time so that we have had 

lome of that discussion before and some after. And, again, I 

ust think that that's by virtue of the fact that this system 

s, systems are spread across such a large area and that's 

lomething that makes it a little bit unusual. 

So I think once again that it is, it is incredibly 

:omplicated and always difficult to apply, but that from the 

liscussion that we've had I agree with what I think I'm hearing 

rom my colleagues that the requirement by the statute for the 

mima facie case to be met at this juncture in a long process 

s met. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Thank you. Commissioners, anything 

'urther? 
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Let me say, Commissioners, before we, before we 

:ntertain a motion, I want to take a moment to personally 

:xpress our appreciation to our staff. staff has gone above 

ind beyond the call of duty on this. I think there's like 

13 systems in 16 counties or 82 systems in 16 counties or 

rhatever, but it's a lot to look at. And I think that staff 

ias spent a lot of time and effort to look at each individual 

;ystem, and I appreciate that. And I wan'ced to say publicly, 

'ou know, before we take this vote how much I sincerely 

ippreciate our staff's hard work on this very complicated 

.ssue. 

With that, Commissioners, the Chair is open for a 

lotion. Commissioner McMurrian. 

COMMISSIONER McMURRIAN: I will move the staff 

:ecommendation on Issues 2 through - -  I can't remember the - -  

is modified earlier by staff, 2 through 6. We've already 

:overed 1. 

COMMISSIONER ARGENZIANO: Second. 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Been moved and properly seconded. 

:ommissioners, now is there any further debate or discussion on 

:he issue? 

Commissioner Skop, you're recognized in debate. 

COMMISSIONER SKOP: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'll be 

roting with probably the majority in favor of this. But, 

igain, I do, I do have concerns. You know, I think that the 
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.ttorney General's Office as well as Public Counsel did raise 

ome good issues in terms of the Commission being able to use 

ts discretion. However, I just, the discrepancy in question, 

just don't know if it arises to the level that would not 

'ompromise the prima facie showing. 

,taff that in the totality of what's been presented that the 

mima facie has been, has been at least demonstrated at least 

or interim rate relief, so. 

so I do tend to agree with 

CHAIRMAN CARTER: Thank you. Thank you, 

!ommissioners. Any further in debate? 

Hearing none, all those in favor of the motion, let 

t be known by the sign of aye. 

(Unanimous affirmative vote.) 

All those opposed, like sign. Show it done. 

Again, staff, thank you very much. With that 

!ommissioners, we are adjourned. 

(Agenda Conference adjourned . ) 
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Monday, July 28, 2008 557 PM 

To: Marshall Willis 

D 
I. 13s 

cc: William C. Garner; Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bridget Grimsley; Betty Ashby; Tim 
Devlin; Bart Fletcher; Cheryl Bulecza-Banks; Ralph Jaeger; Katherine Fleming; Caroline Klancke; 
Jennifer Brubaker; Mary Bane; Ann Cole; Hong Wang 

FW: Request for Oral Modification on Item 20 on July 29.2008 agenda 

Rate Schedules.xls 

Subject: 
Attachments Palm Port Wastewater Rate Schedule.xls; Revised Interim Attachments A B & D.xls; Venetian Village 

Approved. 

From: Marshall Willis 
Sene Monday, July 28,2008 5:38 PM 
To: Mary Bane 
CC: William C. Garner; Roberta Bass; Lorena Holley; Larry Harris; Bridget Grimsley; Betty Ashby; Tim Devlin; Bart 
Fletcher; Cheryl Buleaa-Banks; Ralph laeger; Katherine Fleming; Caroline Klancke; lennifer Brubaker 
Subject: Request for Oral Modification on Item 20 on Iuly 29,2008 agenda 

Staff requests approval to make the following 10 oral modifications to its recommendation on Item 20 scheduled 
for Tuesday’s agenda. Item 20 relates to an interim increase request by Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. (AUF). The 
modifications are necessary to correct errors discovered after the recommendation was filed. The statutory 60- 
day deadline has been waived by AUF through the July 29,2008, Agenda Conference. 

Revisions to the recommendation are necessary to correct input 
errors contained In staffs excel spreadsheets. As result, the recommended revenue requirements changed for 
23 water systems and 11 wastewater systems. The impact of these errors on staffs recommendation are as 
follows: 

1) Issue 2 on Paae 8. last paragraph. last sentence -Attachment A reflects staffs calculation of the total 
regulatory asset on an annual basis of $242.701 &?%WS&for water and $708.480 -for wastewater. 

2) Issue 3 on Paae 9, second DaraaraDh of staff analvsis. third sentence -There are & t8n systems that reflect 
revenue decreases. 

3) Issue 3 on Paae 9. second DaraaraDh of staff analvsis. tbifd sentence -Thus, the consolidated capital structure 
under the maximum ROE limit should be applied to the & eight systems with a revenue decrease, and the 
consolidated capital structure under the minimum ROE limit should be applied to the remaining systems. 

4) Issue 3 on Paae 12. last paraaraDh. second to the last sentence - Based upon recovery of actual operating 
expenses for the year ended December 31,2007, and the consolidated cost of capital on an average rate base, 
staff recommends that the appropriate combined interim revenue requirements are 57.681.952 and 
$5464.764 -, respectively for the Utility’s water and wastewater systems. 

5) Issue 4 on Paae 14. first OaragraDh. second to last sentence - Using this methodology, staff calculated the 
across-the-board rate increase for the former FWSC systems to be 33.98 33A9 percent for water and 92.38 6932 
percent for wastewater. 

6) Issue 5 on Paae 15. second sentence in recommendation section -Aqua should be required to file a corporate 
undertaking on behalf of its subsidiaries to guarantee any potential refunds of revenues collected under interim 

7) Issue 5 on Paae 15. first paraaraDh In staff analvsis section. Second sentence -As reflected in Attachment A 
P, the total annual interim revenue increase is $3.825.305 w. In addition, the 

\q5t 

conditions. Aqua’s total guarantee should be an amount of $3.222.973 I .  

7/29/2008 
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combinedhterim revenue decrease for Jasmine Lakes and Lake Suzv water svstems are 5349.821. 

8) Issue 5 on Paae 15. first DaraaraDh in staff analysis section. third sentence - In accordance with Rule 25- 
30.360, F.A.C., staff has calculated the potential refund of revenues and interest collected under interim 
conditions to be 53.222.973 $W€l&GS. 

9) Issue 5 on Paae 15. second Daraaraph in staff analvsis section, seventh sentence - Finally, net income has 
steadily increased over the period and has been on average twentynine n+" times greater than the 
requested cumulative corporate undertaking amount. 

10) Issue 5 on Paae 15. second paraaraDh in staff analysis sectlon. last sentence - Based on this analysis, staff 
recommends that a cumulative corporate undertaking of 53.222.973 $W€l&GS is acceptable contingent upon 
receipt of the written guarantee of AAI and written confirmation that Aqua will not assume outstanding 
guarantees on behalf of AAlowned utilities in other states in excess of 555 million (inclusive of AUF). 

Staff has attached revised Attachments A, C, and D which Incorporate and correct the input errors, which are 
reflected in the above 10 oral modifications. Staff has highlighted in yellow all numbers that have changed. 

In addition, the calculation of rates for Palm Port Wastewater contained a material error. Staff has attached an 
excel spreadsheet which contains the corrected rate schedule 4-8 for Palm Port. Also, staff has attached an 
excel spreadsheet containing the rate calculations, Schedules 4-A and 4-B, for Venetian Village that were not 
included in staffs July 18,2008 recommendation. 

Marshall Willis 
Assistant Director 
Division of Economic Regulation 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Sbumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL. 32399-0850 

(850) 413-6914 
marshall.willis@psc.state.fl.us 
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Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. - Former Florida Water Services Systems 
Schedule of Water Revenue Requlrements 8 Revenue Increases 
Interim Test Year Ended 12/31/07 

ATTACHMENT D 
Page 1 of 2 

Docket No. 080121-WS 

1 BEECHER'S POINT $43,977 169.43% 

Total Water Uniform Plants of Docket No. 950495WS 53.n8.742 51.273.698 atz2%sLwR&n 

Total Misc. Ser. 8 Other Revenues for Water 
Total Adjusted N Revs (Less Misc. Ser. 8 Other Revs) 
Across-the-Board Water Rate Increase 

$28,308 
3.748.424 



Aqua Utilities Florida, Inc. - Former Florida Water Services Systems 
Schedule of Wastewater Revenue Requirements 8 Revenue Increases 
Interim Test Year Ended 12131107 

ATTACHMENT D 
Page 2 of 2 

Docket No. 080121-WS 

1 BEECHERS POINT 517,087 $94,303 552.54% $111,370 

. . .  . . . . . . . . .  

0 0 0.00% 0 

23 PARKMANOR 56,433 (21,317) -37.77% 35,116 

3 SILVER LAKE OAKS 20.153 28,138 139.62% 48,291 

43 WOOTENS 0 0 0.00% 0 

Total Wastewater Uniform Plants of Docket No. 950495-WS 51.882.401 51.738.924 %.3&%53.621.325 

Total MIsc. Ser. & Other Revenues for Wastewater $80 
Total Adjusted TY Revs (Less Mlsc. Ser. & Other Revs) 1.882.321 
Across-the-Board Wastewater Rate Increase aLW4 



Palm Pori Schedule NO. 4-1 
Wastewater Monthly Servlce Rates Docket NO. 080121-W! 
InterimTest Year Ended 12/31/07 

Utilitv Utilitv Staff 
Rates Requedted Requesied Utility Calculated Staff 

Effective Uncapped Capped Requested Uncapped Reco". 
12/31/2007 Interim Interim Final Interim Interim 

Residential 
Base Facility Charge: 
All Meter Sizes $20.26 
Gallonage Charge -Per 1,000 gallons 
(6,000 gallon cap) 

Residential Flat Rate 
General Service Flat Rate 

General Service and Multi-Family 
5/8" x 314" 
3/4 
1" 
1-1/2" 
2 
3" 
4" 
6 
8" 
1 0  
Gallonage Charge 

3,000 Gallons 
5.000 Gallons 

$6.26 

$50.79 
$50.79 

$20.26 
$30.45 
$50.76 

$101.50 
$162.39 
$324.79 
$507.47 

$1,014.96 
$1.623.94 
$2,334.41 

$9.94 

$41.39 $29.26 $45.26 $39.02 

$16.66 $11.93 

$103.65 $73.33 
$103.65 $73.33 

$41.39 $29.28 
$62.14 $43.96 

$103.59 $73.29 
$207.13 $146.55 
$331.39 $234.46 
$662.79 $466.94 

$1,035.59 $732.69 
$2,071.21 $1,465.41 
$3.313.95 $2.34467 
$4,763.80 $3,370.45 

$20.26 $14.35 

$6.73 $15.89 

$112.65 288.05 
$701.21 $88.05 

$45.26 $39.02 
$67.89 558.58 

$113.14 $97.65 
$226.29 $195.27 
$362.06 $312.41 
$724.12 $624.84 

$1,131.44 $976.28 
$2,262.69 $1,952.80 
$3,620.62 $3.124.17 
$5.204.65 $4;490.98 

$10.46 $19.12 

Tv~lcal Residential Bills 518" x 34" Meter 
$45.06 $91.97 $65.07 $71.45 s88.69 
$61.56 $125.69 $88.93 586.91 $118.48 

6.000 Gallons $69 84 $14255 $10066 $9764 $134.36 
(Wastewater Gallonage Cap - 6.000 Gallons) 

$29.28 

$11.93 

$73.33 
$73.33 

$29.26 
$43.98 
$73.29 

$146.55 
$234.48 
t468.94 
$732.69 

$1.465.41 
$2,344.67 
$3,370.45 

$14.35 

$65.07 
588.94 

$100.88 



AUFNenetian Village Schedule No. 4-A 
Water Monthly Service Rates Docket No. OBOIZI-WS 
Interim Test Year Ended 12/31/07 

Utilitv Utilitv Staff 
Rates Requedted Requesied Utility Calculated Staff I 

Effective Uncapped Capped Reauested Uncamed Recomm. 
12/31/2007 Interim Interim Final Interim Interim 

Residential. General Service and Multi-Familv 
Base Facility Charge by Meter Size: 
518" x 314" 
3/4" 
1" 
1-112" 
2" 
3" 
4" 
6" 
8" 
10" 

Gallonage Charge, per 1,000 Gallons 
Residential 
Block 1, 0-5,000 
Block 2, 5,001-10,000 
Block 3, over 10,000 
General Service and Multi-Family 

Private Fire Protection 
Base Fadlity Charge by Meter Size: 
2" 
3" 
4" 
6" 
8" 
Io" 

3,000 Gallons 
5.000 Gallons 
10.000 Gallons 

$10.28 
$15.44 
$25.71 
$51.43 
$82.28 

$164.57 
$257.13 
$514.27 
$822.82 

$1,182.82 

$3.89 
$3.89 
$3.89 
$3.89 

$6.87 
$13.71 
$21.42 
$42.85 
$68.57 
$98.57 

$15.41 
$23.14 
$38.54 
$77.09 

$123.33 
$246.67 
$385.41 
$770.83 

$1,233.31 
$1.772.91 

$14.15 
$21.25 
$35.39 
$70.79 

$113.25 
$226.51 
$353.91 
$707.83 

$1,132.52 
$1,628.02 

$21.92 
$32.89 
$54.81 

$109.62 
$175.39 
$350.79 
5548.10 

$1,096.21 
$1,753.93 
$2,521.28 

$13.77 
$20.69 
$34.45 
$68.91 

$110.24 
$220.49 
$344.50 
$689.02 

$1,102.41 
$1.584.74 

$13.77 
$20.69 
$34.45 
$68.91 

$1 10.24 
$220.49 
$344.50 
$689.02 

$1,102.41 
$1,584.74 

$5.83 $5.35 $3.80 $5.21 $5.21 
$5.83 $5.35 $4.76 $5.21 $5.21 
$5.83 $5.35 $4.76 $5.21 $5.21 
$5.83 $5.35 $3.80 $5.21 $5.21 

$10.30 $9.46 $14.62 $9.20 $9.20 
$20.55 $16.87 $29.23 $16.37 $18.37 
$32.11 $29.48 $45.68 $28.70 $28.70 
$64.23 $56.98 $91.35 $57.41 $57.41 

$102.76 $94.38 $146.16 $91.87 $91.87 
$147.75 $135.67 $210.11 $132.06 $132.06 

Twical Residential Bllls 5/6" x 3/4" Meter 
$21.95 $32.90 $30.20 $33.32 $29.41 $29.41 
$29.73 $44.56 $40.90 $40.92 $39.63 $39.63 
$49.18 $73.71 $67.65 $64.72 $65.69 $65.69 



AUFNenetian Village Schedule No. 4-81 
Wastewater Monthly Servlce Rates 
Interim Test Year Ended 12/31/07 

Docket No. 080121-WS 

Utilitv Utilitv Staff 
Rates Requesied RequeGed Utility Calculated 

Eftective UncapDed Capped Reauested Uncamed Recomm. 
12/31/2007 lntekm Interim Final Interim Interim 

Residential 
Base Facility Charge: 
All Meter Sizes 

Gallonage Charge - Per 1,000 
gallons (6,000 gallon cap) 

Residential Flat Rate 

General Service and Mutli-Family 
Base Facility Charge by Meter Size: 
518" x 314" 
314" 
1" 
1-112" 
2" 
3" 
4" 
6" 
8" 
lo" 

Gallonage Charge, per 1,000 Gallons 

General Service Flat Rate 

3.000 Gallons 
5,000 Gallons 
10,000 Gallons 

$20.45 $41.73 $36.15 $45.26 $39.34 $36.15 

$5.97 $12.18 $10.55 $8.73 $11.49 $10.55 

$45.25 $92.34 $79.98 $112.65 $87.05 $79.98 

$20.45 
$30.67 
$51.12 

$102.24 
$163.55 
$327.15 
$511.16 

$1,022.32 
$1,635.69 
$2.351.31 

$41.73 
$62.59 

$104.32 
$208.64 
$333.75 
$667.61 

$1,043.12 
$2.086.23 

$4.798.28 
$3,337.93 

$36.15 
$54.21 
$90.36 

5180.72 
$289.09 
$578.27 
$903.52 

$1,807.05 
$2,891.24 
$4,156.1 6 

545.26 
$67.89 

$113.14 
$226.29 
$362.06 
$724.12 

$1,131.44 
$2,262.89 
$3.620.62 
$5.204.65 

$39.34 
$59.00 
$98.35 

$196.69 
$314.64 
$629.38 
$983.38 

$1.966.76 
$3,146.77 
$4,523.50 

$36.15 
$54.21 
$90.36 

$180.72 
$289.09 
$578.27 
$903.52 

$1,807.05 
$2,891.24 
$4,156.16 

$7.16 $14.61 $12.66 $10.48 $13.77 $12.66 

$45.25 $92.34 $79.98 $701.21 $87.05 $79.98 

Tvnical Residential Bills 5/8" x 34" Meter 
$38.36 $78.27 $67.80 $71.45 $73.80 $67.80 
$50.30 $102.63 $88.90 $88.91 $96.77 $88.90 
$56.27 $1 14.81 $99.45 $97.64 $108.25 $99.45 

(Wastewater Gallonage Cap - 6,000 Gallons) 


